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The possibility of downhill instead of two-state folding for proteins has been a very controversial
topic which arose from recent experimental studies. From the theoretical side, this question has also
been accomplished in different ways. Given the experimental observation that a relationship exists
between the native structure topology of a protein and the kinetic and thermodynamic properties of
its folding process, Gō-type potentials are an appropriate way to approach this problem. In this
work, we employ an interaction potential from this family to get a better insight on the topological
characteristics of the native state that may somehow determine the presence of a thermodynamic
barrier in the folding pathway. The results presented here show that, indeed, the native topology of
a small protein has a great influence on its folding behavior, mostly depending on the proportion of
local and long range contacts the protein has in its native structure. Furthermore, when all the
interactions present contribute in a balanced way, the transition results to be cooperative. Otherwise,
the tendency to a downhill folding behavior increases. © 2007 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2780154�

I. INTRODUCTION

Thermodynamically, the formation of tertiary structure
in many single domain proteins has been shown to exhibit an
all-or-none cooperative behavior. In these cases, two states
are observed: the unfolded protein, which is a high entropy,
high energy disordered state �taking into account only the
conformational space available to the polypeptide chain�,
and the folded protein, which can be described as a low
entropy, low energy phase.1,2 According to the two-state
mechanism, denaturation is an all-or-none transition in which
the protein is in either of these two macrostates.3 Therefore,
two-stateness is signalized in a profile of free energy versus
an unfolding coordinate by two minima, corresponding to the
native and unfolded macrostates, whose relative depths de-
pend on temperature. In order to determine if a protein folds
in a two-state manner, the most widely used criterion is the
calorimetric one.2,4–8 However, this criterion has been
revisited,9 and it has been claimed that for very small pro-
teins good agreement between the experimental values for
the calorimetric enthalpy and the van’t Hoff enthalpy is not
solid proof of a two-state behavior, without a careful evalu-
ation of the baselines involved.10

Deviations from two-state behavior can be interpreted in
many ways, depending on the thermodynamic or kinetic
character of the experiments involved. In the case of fast
folding proteins, for example, an association has been estab-
lished between fast kinetics and a potentially low or nonex-
istent �in thermodynamic terms� folding/unfolding
barrier.10–14 In these cases, we would be talking about a
downhill scenario in which only a single minimum would
appear in the free energy versus degree of unfolding profile,

which would shift along the unfolding coordinate upon
changing temperature. When such a transition takes place, it
happens in a continuous manner, involving a single
macrostate.10

The energy landscape theory predicts that under certain
conditions, folding can proceed without crossing barriers.1,15

Consequently, although many proteins have apparently been
evolutionary selected to fold in a two-state manner, this is
not a physico-chemical requirement for the folding process.16

It has been proposed that some proteins may have evolved as
fast folding proteins in order to avoid aggregation. However,
it has also been argued that a low activation barrier might
imply a larger tendency to aggregate.17

Despite the reasons that would have led to the existence
or not of downhill protein folding, this type of thermody-
namic transition is predicted by theory. The field of those
processes that behave as first order or continuous transitions,
depending on conditions, is accomplished by a well-known
branch of thermodynamics: the theory of critical transitions.
This theory has allowed Munoz and Sanchez-Ruiz to intro-
duce a simple phenomenological model for the analysis of
equilibrium protein folding experiments.13 This model does
not presume the free energy barrier height, nor other proper-
ties of the folding ensemble, but permits one to obtain them
directly from the experimental data.

Some authors propose that, indeed, some fast folding
proteins have a downhill folding transition. The absence of a
thermodynamic barrier would explain the kinetic properties
of the transition for these proteins.18–22 More explicitly, it has
been proposed that the thermal unfolding of the peripheral
subunit binding domain from Escherichia coli’s
2-oxoglutarate dehydrogenase multienzyne complex �protein
data bank �PDB� code: 1BBL� does not occur in a two-state
manner, but follows a downhill type process.12–14,18,23 There
has been much controversy about this topic, with other au-
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thors arguing against the one-state folding of 1BBL.24–30

In order to try to shed some light into this polemic topic,
many authors have looked for a convenient way of predicting
the existence or not of a thermodynamic folding barrier and
its height. As previously said, Munoz and Sanchez-Ruiz have
proposed for this aim the variable-barrier model,13 which
uses calorimetric experimental data. Other criteria are based
on kinetic folding properties.31–33 One of these is the folding
“speed limit”,32 according to which no protein has been iden-
tified so far to fold without overcrossing a free energy
barrier.17 Some other works about downhill folding include
numerical simulation studies to compare and explain experi-
mental data.25,33 Most of them are molecular dynamics simu-
lations, specially centered on several kinetic properties of the
folding transition.

While some authors have approached this problem using
semiempirical potential energy functions applied to all-atom
simulations,25 others have studied the possible folding in ab-
sence of free energy barriers by simulating coarse grained
models with Monte Carlo algorithms.34 A common way of
computationally studying the possible presence of thermody-
namic barriers in protein folding is by using a Gō-type
potential.35,36 These name represents nowadays a broad fam-
ily of interaction potentials based on the native structure of a
protein, which have been mainly applied to kinetic studies of
the folding transition.33 It has been shown that protein fold-
ing rates correlate with protein size19 and relative contact
order.37 As free energy barriers can be estimated from kinetic
data, it can be said that native topology has a direct influence
on the presence or not and on the height of the free energy
barrier along the protein folding/unfolding process.

In this study, we use a Gō-type potential to study the
influence of the native topology on the thermodynamic prop-
erties of the simulated folding process of a coarse grained
protein model. A similar study has been very recently pub-
lished by other authors,38 a work that we have been aware of
during the calculations involved in this project. However,
Zuo et al. use Langevin Dynamics to approach the topic, as
well as a different potential function and contact classifica-
tion. Here, on the other hand, we use a parallel tempering
Monte Carlo algorithm,39 which, according to our experi-
ence, represents a more suitable methodology to study the
thermodynamic behavior of a set of proteins represented by a
simplified model. The aim of this work, as already said, is to
try to understand which characteristics, if any, of the native
topology may determine the properties of the transition stud-
ied. It has been previously pointed out how the definition of
the Gō-type interaction itself �as a function of a proper de-
scription of the contact map of the native state� may be de-
terminant for the height of the free energy barrier of
folding.39,40 Furthermore, the relative strength of the differ-
ent types of interactions, i.e., local and long range interac-
tions, also has a direct effect on the thermodynamic proper-
ties of the transition.41,42

In this work, using the parameters which provided rea-
sonable results in our previous analysis of the simulation
model,39,41 we have used our carefully designed Gō-type po-
tential to gain a better insight into the topological determi-
nant factors for the type of folding transition.

It has to be clearly stated that Gō models, as the one we
are using here, represent a drastic approximation for the fold-
ing process, which cannot have any predictive role about the
final structure, nor on folding mechanisms which may in-
volve non-native contacts. For these situations, more detailed
models which also consider the protein sequence and corre-
spondingly include a more detailed interaction scheme are
mandatory, even at the level of coarse-grained studies.43,44

However, Gō-type models are perfectly adequate when the
sequence is voluntarily ignored, as it is here, to check the
effects of the native state topology alone.

II. THE MODEL AND SIMULATION METHOD

As in previous works,39,41 we use a coarse grained rep-
resentation of the protein and its interactions. It is an off-
lattice �-carbon representation of the protein; i.e., every resi-
due is represented by a hard sphere centered at its � carbon.
Two consecutive units in the model are kept at a fixed dis-
tance of 3.8 Å, corresponding to a trans peptide bond.

The interaction between pairs of amino acids includes a
hard sphere repulsion and a Gō-type potential defining the
attractive interactions. The form of the Gō-type potential we
are using is a harmonic well. This well is centered at the
native distance dij

nat �where i and j correspond to different
amino acids of the chain�. The mathematical definition of
this potential for two residues at a distance rij is

uij�rij�

= �wij��rij − dij
nat�2 − a2� if dij

nat − a � rij � dij
nat + a

0 otherwise.
�

�1�

The potential is truncated at a distance a=0.7 Å, a value
which provided very reasonable results �specially rather nar-
row transitions for a two-state protein� in a previous study.39

In this potential, three types of interactions are included:

• Virtual bond angle interactions: They happen between
residues i and i+2. In these cases, wij�0 for every pair
of residues.

• Virtual torsion angle interactions: Those that take place
between residues i and i+3. By assigning to the dis-
tance between residues a sign, equal to that of the triple
�scalar� product of the three vectors defining the virtual
torsion angle, local chirality is introduced in the defini-
tion of these interactions. This makes it possible to dis-
criminate between a conformation and its mirror image.
wij�0 for any of these interactions, as well.

• Long range interactions: They are defined between
amino acids i and j� i+4. In this case, wij�0 only for
residues i and j that are forming a contact in the native
structure. Two residues are considered to be in contact
in the native state if the shortest distance from all the
possible pairs among heavy atoms belonging to both
residues is smaller than or equal to 4.5 Å. This cutoff
distance value is used because it is slightly larger than
twice the average of van der Waals radii for heavy at-
oms in proteins45 �taking into account the fact that hy-
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drogen atoms are not explicitly represented in most of
the PDB structures, but are included in these radii when
considering a united atom model�. Finally, wij =0 in
these long range interactions for those pairs of residues
that are not in contact in the native state.

In this work, interactions are classified as long range
�already defined� and local interactions, which include both
virtual bond angle and virtual torsion angle interactions. The
values of wij control the depth of the harmonic well, which
means a control of the strength of the interactions. In a pre-
vious work, we studied how the change in the relative
strengths of local and long range interactions, keeping the
total energy of the native state constant, has a direct influ-
ence on the thermodynamics of folding.41 In that study, we
showed how a proper balance of local �wij

l � and long range
�wij

lr� interactions is necessary in order to correctly define the
cooperative folding transition of a small protein.

The method by which we study the thermodynamic char-
acteristics of the folding/unfolding transition for our model is
a parallel tempering46 Monte Carlo simulation algorithm, al-
ready described.39 For the chain model, we use end moves
for the vectors defining the virtual bonds for the two extreme
units. For internal units, spike, “shifting”, and pivot moves
are included to properly sample the conformations accessible
to the system at different temperatures. After every indi-
vidual move, the resulting conformation is checked to see
that it does not violate the hard sphere condition. Afterwards,
if no overlappings exist, the energy is calculated according to
the potential defined. Also, exchanges of conformations
sampled at neighbor temperatures are occasionally tried.
Whether a new conformation is accepted or not is decided by
an adapted Metropolis test involving both temperatures.46

The number of temperatures for every parallel tempering
simulation depends on the transition characteristics, which
vary from one protein to another. It ranges from 13 to 20 for
the cases considered in this work, and described in the next
section. Every simulation consists of 5�106 Monte Carlo
cycles, after 3�106 equilibration cycles �in both cases, at
every temperature�. One cycle implies the possibility of in-
dividually moving all the units in the model, according to the
set of moves mentioned above. Simulation times depend on
the number of temperatures and protein size. They range
from 1 h for the smallest protein to 10 h for the largest ones.
Simulations are run in single processor machines and, in or-
der to warrant a correct sampling, five independent simula-
tions are computed for every system. Each one of these
simulations starts from a different seed number for random
number generation.

The thermodynamic analysis of our numerical results
has been carried out by using the weighted histogram analy-
sis method �WHAM�.47–49 The numerical results presented in
Section IV correspond to statistical averages over the sam-
pling at every temperature and over the five independent
runs.

III. PROTEINS STUDIED

In order to study the influence of the native topology on
the thermodynamic behavior of the Gō-type model described

before, we have chosen eight small proteins, whose folding
transition characteristics have been experimentally deter-
mined and are available in the literature.

The first of them is the inmunoglobulin binding domain
of streptococcal protein G �PDB code: 2GB1�. This is a pro-
tein that has been previously analyzed with the potential we
are using here.39,41 Mainly for this reason, we include it
among other proteins in this study. Moreover, this protein has
been the subject of numerous detailed analysis, both
experimentally50–54 and theoretically.55–58 The main conclu-
sion from all these works is that this protein folds in a coop-
erative, all-or-none manner. Its folding is, thus, a first order
thermodynamic transition, with a free-energy barrier.

Next, we have considered the peripheral subunit binding
domain of the dihydrolipoamide succinyltransferase from the
2-oxoglutarate dehydrogenase multienzime complex of
Escherichia coli �PDB code: 1BBL�. This protein has been
claimed to fold in a downhill manner,11 although there is no
full agreement about the validity of this statement.14,24–30 To
show that this protein does not fold in a downhill manner,
Ferguson et al. have studied different mutants and structural
homologs. One of these is the E3BD F166W mutant �PDB
code: 1W4E�, which is claimed to have a first order
transition.24–26 Therefore, we have included it among the
proteins treated in the present paper.

Also, Ferguson et al. had previously shown that chymot-
rypsin inhibitor 2 �PDB code: 2CI2� folds by overcrossing a
free energy barrier; this is why we have considered it appro-
priate to be one of the proteins to study with our model.

Naganathan et al. have measured the heights of the fold-
ing barriers for different proteins, among which we find
1W4E and 1BBL, already mentioned. The former is said to
fold in a two-state manner, according to Ferguson et al.,
while the latter is said to do it following a barrierless
transition.20 In the set of proteins studied by these authors,
they have also included the peripheral subunit-binding do-
main of dihydrolipoamide acetyltransferase from the piru-
vate dehydrogenase multienzime complex of Bacilius stereo-
thermophilus �PDB code: 2PDD� and the Bacilus subtilis
major cold shock protein �PDB code: 1CSP�. 2PDD is a
structural homolog of 1BBL and the wild-type structure of
mutant 1W4E. These two proteins are said to fold via a first-
order thermodynamic transition. We consider both in this
work.

Another protein included in our present work is the
headpiece subdomain of protein villin �PDB code: 1VII�.
The experimental unfolding data for this protein can be fitted
by using a two-state model.59 However, the high folding rate
of this protein suggests that, although it requires crossing a
free energy barrier to fold, it is a very small one.60 Theoret-
ical studies have proposed that this protein is a weakly co-
operative folder.33,38

Finally, we have included in the set of proteins the de-
signed 20 residue Trp-cage miniprotein �PDB code: 1L2Y�,
which has been experimentally reported to be a two-state
protein.61 Theoretically, however, it has been claimed to fold
with no free energy barrier.38

In this paper, we will refer to all these proteins by their
PDB code.
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The structures and contact maps of the proteins intro-
duced above can be seen in Fig. 1. In this figure, the three-
dimensional structure is displayed at the left side of the cor-
responding contact map for every protein. In the maps, the
native contacts are represented as spots between the residues

i and j numbered at the axes �which also serve to indicate the
size of each protein�. A spot that appears near the diagonal
means that the contact happens between residues close along
the protein sequence. Contrarily, when it appears far from the
diagonal, two residues distant in the sequence, usually be-

FIG. 1. �Color online� Set of eight proteins used in the present study. The ribbon structure for each protein lays at the left side of the corresponding contact
map. Every spot in the latter indicates the presence of a native contact between residues i and j. Dotted lines separate elements of secondary structure,
according to the PDB file headers.
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longing to different secondary structure elements, are in con-
tact in the native conformation. In these maps, secondary
structure elements �as defined in the PDB file headers� are
separated by dotted vertical and horizontal lines. When a
contact spot is into one of the boxes along the main diagonal,
the contact belongs to one of these local structure elements.
Spots in off-diagonal boxes are indicative of contacts that
stabilize the tertiary structure of the protein. It can be seen
that homologous structures such as 1BBL and 1W4E have
very similar contact maps along their main diagonals. As
1W4E is a larger protein, it has a higher number of tertiary
contacts. In addition, the contact map of 2PDD is quite simi-
lar to that of 1W4E, as the former is a mutant of the latter.
The contacts seen in Fig. 1 are those considered by the Gō-
type potential described above to contribute to the stability of
the protein, according to the simulation model we are using
here.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As it has already been said, the aim of this work is to
determine which influence the native topology has on the
folding thermodynamics of small proteins, by using a Gō-
type model as the one described above. In previous studies
about the model and the potential employed here, we used
the structure of 2GB1 to evaluate the different parameters of
the potential.39,41 As it was shown in these works, a cutoff
parameter of a=0.7 Å and all the interactions having the
same strength �which means that the weights in Eq. �1� have
the values wij

l =wij
lr =1 /a2, where the superindices l and lr

stand for “local” and “long range” interactions, respectively�
give an appropriate description of the transition taking place
for this protein. That means that the simulation results we
obtain are quite reasonably comparable to the experimental
data for the folding transition.

With the same parametrization of the potential, we have
simulated in the first place the folding of 1BBL and studied
the thermodynamic characteristics of the process. This pro-
tein, which mainly possesses secondary structure, with a
rather small number of tertiary contacts �as it may be appre-
ciated in Fig. 1� has been proposed to be a downhill folder,11

as mentioned before. It has only 36% of long range contacts
�as defined in this work� over the total number of contacts in
the native state. Thus, only 36% of the native energy is due
to the action of long range interactions in our simulation
model. When making the same thermodynamic analysis for
1BBL as the one previously done for 2GB1,39,41 it is seen
that, with our model, the folding transition for 1BBL is de-
scribed as a barrierless process. We explain this conclusion
now.

First of all, from the energy fluctuations along the simu-
lation we have computed the heat capacity of our modeled
protein at every temperature. It should be said that, although
we are obtaining the constant volume heat capacity, instead
of the constant pressure heat capacity measured in differen-
tial scanning calorimetry experiments,7,62 this does not make
any difference to our conclusions,9 given the qualitative
character of this study. The heat capacity for each tempera-
ture for 1BBL is represented in Fig. 2. When a transition

takes place, the heat capacity has a maximum. In Fig. 2 a
typical denaturation curve appears with only one peak. We
consider the temperature at which this maximum occurs as
the folding temperature �Tm

* , in the standard reduced unit we
use along this work�. From the denaturation curve itself, the
type of thermodynamic transition that underlies the folding
process cannot be extracted, though the peak is considerably
wider than that previously found for 2GB1 for the same
potential.39 Experimentally, as said, several methodologies,
such as the calorimetric criterion, have been applied to ad-
dress this question. Nevertheless, it has been stated that an
arbitrary division of a system into two states automatically
satisfies the calorimetric criterion. Furthermore, satisfaction
of this criterion does not necessarily mean that intermediate
states may be at least marginally populated.9 Other criteria
have been proposed to distinguish the type of transition as
well.33 Simulation, however, directly allows one to study the
microstates present in the system. Therefore, we can readily
determine the type of transition from the distribution of mi-
crostates along the energy scale sampled during the simula-
tion �for a Gō-type model, this energy scale can reasonably
represent a folding/unfolding coordinate�. For this purpose,
we calculate the energy histogram at Tm

* . In fact, from these
energy histograms at all temperatures included in the parallel
tempering simulation, it is possible to calculate free energy
profiles at any temperature by using the WHAM
technique.47–49 When the energy distribution at the folding
temperature presents only one peak, the transition would be
considered as downhill. This would imply the presence of
only one minimum in the free energy profile. The energy
histogram and the free energy profile calculated from our
simulations for 1BBL at Tm

* and other temperatures above
and below �but close to� it are shown in Fig. 3. The curves
show the distinct characteristics of a downhill transition: a
single maximum in the energy histogram �or a single mini-
mum in the free energy plot� that smoothly shifts toward
larger, less negative energies as the temperature increases

FIG. 2. Simulation results for the constant volume heat capacity �Cv
*� as a

function of temperature for protein 1BBL.
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from below to above Tm
* . The folding of 1BBL, simulated

with our Gō-type model, happens following a continuous
process involving a single macrostate at every temperature,
in agreement with the results from experimental data by
Garcia-Mira et al.11

In a previous paper from our group,41 we showed that
most proteins have about the same proportion of local and
long range contacts among the total contact number in the
native state. In a set of 1590 proteins, the percentage of long
range contacts for most of them roughly goes from 50% to
60%. From our previous simulation results, this would ex-
plain why most of the proteins fold in a two-state manner.
However, small proteins present a proportion of long range
contacts that is frequently below this major trend.41 The pro-
teins studied here have percentages of long range contacts

that span from small values �as already seen in 1BBL� to the
most abundant ratio, where both local and long range contri-
butions are about the same. These values can be seen in
Table I, as well as the length of the chain, for all the proteins
considered in this work. The three largest proteins of the set,
2GB1, 2CI2, and 1CSP, have long range contact percentages
corresponding to the most common range. From our previous
work, they are expected, thus, to behave as two-state folders.
On the other hand, the smallest proteins, 1L2Y and 1BBL,
are clearly outside the major range, with only 36% of long
range contacts. The questions then are: What happens to the
intermediate cases 1VII, 2PDD, and 1W4E, and to the re-
maining proteins included in the set? Could it be stated that
all proteins that do not have a percentage of long range in-
teractions to the native state energy around or slightly above
50% fold via a barrierless process?

In order to address these questions, we have performed
parallel tempering simulations spanning a wide temperature
range for all the proteins in Table I, and calculated from them
the free energy profiles at their corresponding transition tem-
peratures Tm

* , calculated again from the maximum in the cor-
responding heat capacity curves. These temperatures are also
collected in Table I. In addition, the total �both local and long
range� number of contacts in the native state is included for
every protein. It can be seen that, as expected for this model,
the folding temperature roughly increases as the total number
of contacts becomes higher, though the trend is far from
being smooth.

The free energy profiles for the full set of proteins simu-
lated are represented in Fig. 4. As expected, the larger pro-
teins 2GB1, 2CI2, and 1CSP fold in a two-state manner, as it
is clear from the presence of a free energy barrier. On the
contrary, 1L2Y and 1BBL, which have a long range energy
contribution to native stability very different from the major
trend, fold via a downhill process. These results agree with
most of the experimental data commented on in Sec. III.

On the other hand, the intermediate cases of 1VII,
2PDD, and 1W4E fold differently from one another. The
folding simulation of the two first proteins results in a barri-
erless transition. In particular, we consider the folding of
1VII as downhill, although there is a tiny free energy barrier
in the simulation data shown in Fig. 4. Experimental studies
have stated that, although this protein may require crossing a
free energy barrier to fold, it seems to be a very small one.60

Our simulation results quite nicely coincide with this obser-
vation. However, this barrier is not high enough to make the

FIG. 3. �Color online� Free energy profiles �solid lines� and energy histo-
grams �dotted lines� for protein 1BBL, at its folding temperature Tm

* , and at
temperatures below and above it.

TABLE I. Structural and folding transition temperature �Tm
* � values for the proteins of the set �Fig. 1�. Nraa is

the number of amino acids, %Elr is the proportion of long range energy in the native state, Nrcon is the number
of total contacts in the native structure, and NN

Z and NN
P are the number of long range contacts per residue in the

native state calculated under Zuo et al. �Ref. 38� and our contact classification, respectively.

PDB 1L2Y 1BBL 1VII 2PDD 1W4E 2GB1 2CI2 1CSP

Nraa 20 37 36 43 45 56 65 67
%Elr 36 36 43 42 47 50 51 52
Nrcon 55 108 117 140 161 215 257 270
Tm

* 0.480 0.490 0.525 0.535 0.625 0.630 0.670 0.683
NN

Z 0.40 0.73 0.67 0.88 1.07 1.79 1.86 2.13
NN

P 1.00 1.05 1.39 1.37 1.67 1.93 2.02 2.10
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population of states with intermediate energy negligible
�or, at least, rather low� at Tm

* �the detailed behavior of this
protein and its energy histogram at its Tm

* is shown in Fig. 5�.
This is why we do not consider that this protein folds in a
two-state manner, according to our model. In a much more
clear way, our simulation results undoubtedly state that the
folding transition for 2PDD is a barrierless process.

Contrary to these two proteins, 1W4E, which has 47% of
long range energy in the native state, has to cross in our
model a neat free energy barrier to acquire the native struc-
ture. It folds, thus, in a two-state manner. The percentage of
long range contacts over the total number of contacts in the
native structure of this protein is very close to the most com-
mon range. 1VII and 2PDD, however, differ in a higher de-
gree from this major tendency.

All together, we have shown how the folding behavior
predicted with our model is qualitatively comparable to
many experimental results. Therefore, it is clear that topol-
ogy has a great influence on the thermodynamic properties of
the folding/unfolding transition of at least small proteins. Al-
though the type of transition has to be, ultimately, demon-
strated by experiment, Gō-type potentials may provide some
explanation about the deviations of the usually considered
two-state behavior that appear in some natural proteins.

In our previous work, we showed how changing the rela-
tive weights of local and long range interactions to the total
energy of the native state modifies the thermodynamic prop-

erties of the simulated transition.41 In that work, using 2GB1
alone, we proposed that, to have an appropriate thermody-
namic description of the simulated folding transition as a
two-state process, it is necessary to have a proper balance of
local and long range interactions. For both 1L2Y and 1BBL,
due to the description of contacts that we are using, the per-
centage of nonlocal contacts among the total native contacts
is 36% without any artificial reweighting of the native con-
tacts �i.e., wij

l =wij
lr =1 /a2�. This value lays outside the usual

interval of relative contribution of local versus nonlocal in-
teractions we had found before.41 For us, then, it is not a
surprise that the folding transition for this protein has no free
energy barrier, as it also happens with 2PDD and 1VII. In
2GB1, we were able to “tune” the thermodynamic properties
of the folding transition by modifying the local/nonlocal
ratio.41 To check the robustness of our results, we have also
tried the same effect here by simulating the case in which the
percentage of long range energy in the native state is artifi-
cially enlarged �by increasing wij

lr and decreasing wij
l �. With

these new simulations, we want to see if the agreement be-
tween the results shown above and the experimental ones
from Garcia-Mira et al. is due to the native topology itself or
to a particular parametrization of the potential where, chang-
ing the values of wij

l and wij
lr, other types of folding transi-

tions could be attributed to these proteins. The results of the
simulations we have computed with this new reweighted
contributions of the potential are summarized in Fig. 6. We
show the free energy profiles at Tm

* �its value inferred as
always from the corresponding heat capacity curves� for the
native proportion of long range contacts, two increased val-
ues in the case of 1L2Y and 1BBL, and values above and
below the native one for 1VII and 2PDD. Although some
properties of the folding transition slightly change, such as
the position of the free energy minimum along the energy
scale, the thermodynamic properties of the transition stay
essentially the same for the four proteins: They remain to

FIG. 5. �Color online� Free energy profile and energy histogram for protein
1VII at its folding temperature.

FIG. 4. �Color online� Free energy profiles for all the proteins in Fig. 1 at
their folding temperatures, obtained through WHAM analysis of the simu-
lation results. The �numerically meaningless� scales for the free energy axes
are the same in all the plots.
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behave as downhill folders, even when the weight of long
range interactions represents up to 70% of the total energy of
the native state. For the four proteins which, according to our
results, show a cooperative folding �1W4E, 2GB1, 2CI2, and
1CSP� we have done the same procedure �data not shown�.
The two-state character of the transition is kept in the range
of reweighting analyzed, about the same that is shown for the
other four proteins in Fig. 6. Therefore, the downhill or two-
state behavior of the folding transition for proteins under a
Gō-type model such as the one we are using is not just due to
the numerical weight of local and long range interactions,
but it must be caused by other distinct characteristics of the
native topology.

Until now, we have established a relationship between
the type of transition taking place and the contribution of
long range interactions to the energy in the native sate. In a
recent work,38 Zuo et al., using a similar model to the one
described here and Langevin dynamics simulations, stated
that there is a correlation between cooperativity �two state-
ness� and the number of long range contacts per residue,

NN =
number of nonlocal contacts

number of residues
. �2�

They consider NN as an important topological parameter and
define NN=0.9 as a crossover to separate two-state and
downhill folders.38 Although the specific numerical value of
the limit for NN depends on the contact classification, the

important point is that there is a correlation between the type
of transition and the contribution of long range interactions,
also related to the length of the polypeptide chain. In Table I
the values of NN are calculated under Zuo et al. contact clas-
sification �NN

Z� and under ours �NN
P�. Though both values of

NN roughly grow with the protein size, there is no linear
dependence among them, since the distribution of long range
contacts depends on the particular structure, and not only on
the sequence length. It is clearly seen that NN

Z =0.9 separates
in our simulation results downhill folders from two-state pro-
teins. With our definition of long range contacts a different
threshold value of NN

P can be defined �about 1.4–1.5 in our
case�, supporting anyway the treatment by Zuo et al.38

Nevertheless, global properties as the sequence length,
or the total number of long range contacts, are too coarse
definitions of the protein native state. We still have to try to
answer the questions: How does the specific native topology
affect the thermodynamic behavior of folding? What detailed
structural factors determine proteins to fold in one way or the
other? Even at first glance, Fig. 1 provides some information
about the structural differences of proteins folding in differ-
ent ways. It can be seen that the proteins that fold in a two-
state manner have a better defined tertiary structure that the
proteins that do not have to cross a free energy barrier to
fold, a fact that is partially mirrored by smaller values in the
NN parameter for the latter. To what extent does the tertiary
structure determine the type of folding? If we focus on
2PDD and 1W4E, we see that they are structurally very simi-
lar. This is completely reasonable, considering that 2PDD is
the wild-type structure of the 1W4E mutant. However,
1W4E has a two-state transition while 2PDD folds in a
downhill manner under the conditions of our model. In spite
of the structural similarity, they slightly differ in their length
�1W4E is two amino acids longer� and especially in the num-
ber of contacts �see Table I�: 2PDD has 81 local contacts and
59 long range contacts, while 1W4E has 85 and 76 local and
long range contacts, respectively, according to our definition.
The higher number of local contacts of 1W4E is just due to
the presence of two additional virtual bond angle contacts
and two additional virtual torsion angle contacts. How do the
17 extra long range contacts present in 1W4E change the
topology to make this protein fold differently from 2PDD?
From the contact maps in Fig. 1, it is not easy to appreciate
significant structural differences between these two proteins.
Therefore, to accomplish a more detailed analysis of the ter-
tiary structure of the proteins, we have computed the histo-
grams of the distances along the sequence between pairs of
residues in contact, i.e., the histograms of their absolute con-
tact orders,63 which can be seen in Fig. 7 for the eight pro-
teins considered in this work. In this figure, each vertical bar
represents the fraction of native contacts between pairs of
residues that are at a distance �j− i�; i.e., there are �j− i�−1
residues between them. From these representations, we can
appreciate additional differences between the structure of
proteins that have a barrier-controlled process and those that
do not. All but one of the proteins show a large peak at
�j− i�=4. These are contacts characteristic of � helices. They
could not probably be strictly considered as tertiary contacts,
but are included in the long range category according to our

FIG. 6. �Color online� Free energy profiles at the folding temperature for the
indicated proteins, with native and reweighted contributions of long range
interactions, as indicated in every panel.
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definition. This continues to prove that an excessively high
degree of local contacts �or helical secondary structure� in
the native state disfavors cooperativity.37,63,64 In the figure, it
can be readily appreciated how this peak represents well
above 30% of the total long range contacts in downhill fold-
ers, while in two-state proteins the peak is below this thresh-
old. This does not mean, however, that the presence of �
helices in the structure automatically implies a downhill tran-
sition, although a high percentage of them has been already
pointed out as a possible reason for low or negligible
barriers.65 A lot of proteins have a well defined helical sec-
ondary structure in spite of their length. However, only those
that have enough tertiary structure to balance local interac-
tions may have the necessary energy/entropy compensation
to give rise to a free energy barrier �see Ref. 41�.

Proteins that fold following a downhill transition have a
higher degree of helical contacts than of any other type of
contacts. On the other hand, proteins that have a more ho-
mogeneous distribution of the different values for the contact
order fold via a two-state process. In the particular case of
the mutants 2PDD and 1W4E, they have a quite similar dis-
tribution of long range energy in the native state. However,
the extra long range contacts present in 1W4E but nonexist-
ent in 2PDD appear between residues with �j− i��4, as
shown in Fig. 7. That means that the presence of �-helix
content relative to the chain length in 1W4E is smaller than

that for 2PDD, as the number of contacts with �j− i�=4 is the
same for both structures but 1W4E has a larger number of
residues and, more importantly, of contacts with larger con-
tact orders.

In Ref. 41 we used the results from our simulation model
to state that a certain balance between local and long range
interactions is necessary for the presence of a thermody-
namic barrier in protein folding. In this work, we can see that
this balance is also necessary among the long range contacts
themselves. In the group of long range contacts �according to
our definition�, there is always a certain, maybe important,
fraction that appears between pairs of residues that are close
in sequence. These are the contacts that mainly define the
distribution in the case of proteins without a free energy
barrier. These proteins have also contacts with higher values
of �j− i�, but their proportion is low, and the distribution is
rather inhomogeneous, with gaps for several values of the
abscissa, as it may be seen in the graphs at the left column in
Fig. 7. On the other hand, in the structures of the proteins
that fold through a free energy barrier, there is a more ho-
mogeneous distribution of the distances between residues in
contact, with all the values of �j− i� up to a certain limit
populated for these proteins �graphs at the right column in
Fig. 7�. This may be the main difference between the native
structures of 2PDD and 1W4E which determines the distinct
thermodynamic characteristics of their folding processes.

As a final check, we have carried out this type of contact
order analysis for a large set of 1590 nonredundant and well-
defined monomeric protein structures. The results, first nor-
malized for every individual protein and then averaged over
the full set, are collected in Fig. 8. To favor a fair compari-
son, we have separated in this figure the proteins with a
sequence of up to 60 residues �a total of 87 structures� from
the larger ones. Although the averaging process may some-
how blur the details of individual proteins, several facts are
readily evident: The average proportion of “helical” contacts

FIG. 7. �Color online� Native contact order histograms for all the proteins in
Fig. 1, with i and j being the residue positions along the sequence which
define a contact. The values of the histogram scale are divided by the total
number of long range contacts for every protein.

FIG. 8. �Color online� Average contact order histograms for a large set of
monomeric protein structures: �a� With up to 60 residues, and �b� with more
than 60 residues.
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is almost three times larger in small proteins than in larger
ones; and both types of proteins show, on average, a smooth
distribution of contact order values. Since most proteins ex-
perimentally studied up to now, regardless of their size, seem
to follow a two-state folding process, the average results in
this figure would be indicative of the contact order features
for this type of transition to happen. Small proteins with
large helical content and uneven distributions of long range
contacts, as those considered in this work �1L2Y, 1BBL,
1VII, and 2PDD�, depart from this typical behavior. This
reason, according to our model, leads to a different barrier-
less process.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have studied how the topology of dif-
ferent small proteins constitutes a determinant factor for the
type of folding transition they follow, under the conditions of
a Gō-type potential and a coarse grained simulation model.
The results we got are compatible with previous experimen-
tal data about the folding transition for the same proteins.
Therefore, the conclusions of the present study can be help-
ful to understand the different features of the folding behav-
ior that proteins may present, especially in those cases which
deviate from the customarily accepted one.

As the model we use has been previously proven to cor-
rectly reproduce the behavior of 2GB1 as a two-state folder,
we have used it to simulate folding of 1BBL, which, not
without controversy, has been said to fold in a continuous
manner without crossing a free energy barrier. The results
from our simulation coincide with this experimental obser-
vation.

We have extended our simulation of the folding process
to a set of eight different small proteins. Following previous
studies from our group, we have checked that when the pro-
portion of long range and local interactions are about the
same in the native structure, the proteins fold, indeed, in a
two-state manner. Furthermore, 1L2Y and 1BBL, which de-
viate clearly from this general trend with a long range con-
tact percentage of only 36%, behave in our simulations as
downhill folders. The same happens with 1VII and 2PDD.
Although there is no universal cutoff value for the long range
contact percentage to discriminate between theoretical two-
state and downhill folders, the fact is that a certain degree of
equivalence between the two types of interactions considered
in the native topology is necessary to describe the transition
as a first order thermodynamic process. Interestingly, an ar-
tificial change in the relative weights of both types of inter-
actions does not change the folding type for these proteins. It
seems to be the native topology itself that regulates the pres-
ence or not of a folding free energy barrier.

Moreover, it is not only a balance between local and
long range interactions but also among the long range con-
tacts themselves, which creates a two-state scenario. When
we have plotted the histograms of distances along the se-
quence for pairs of residues in contact, we have seen that
those proteins which present a more homogeneous distribu-
tion along all values of distances are those that are described
to fold overcrossing a significant barrier. This type of distri-

bution also corresponds to the average contact order distri-
bution computed over a large set of different proteins, both
short and large. The downhill folders, on the contrary, have
their contact distance distributions shifted to a great extent to
values of �j− i�=4, which corresponds to �-helix contacts. In
these cases, there is a great contribution of helical structure
in our definition of long range interactions, with other values
of �i− j� having zero contacts in the native state, resulting in a
less smooth distribution of contact orders. Proteins that fold
in a cooperative way tend to distribute their long range con-
tacts in a more homogeneous way along all values of the
contact order parameter.

If there is a homogeneous distribution of long range con-
tacts, our results indicate that cooperativity is favored, while
a predominance of short distance contacts leads to a downhill
process. It can thus be said that, when all the possible inter-
actions contribute more or less in the same way to the native
protein stability, the folding/unfolding process results to be
cooperative. In other words, a cooperative transition seems
to be related to an equitable distribution of interactions along
the sequence. If some type of interactions, especially short
range ones, predominate over the others, a noncooperative
process is favored, giving rise to what is called a downhill
folding.

Although our simulations may not exactly reproduce the
experimental features of the proteins simulated, the results of
this paper might explain to some degree the higher or smaller
cooperative behavior that these, and maybe also other, pro-
teins have.
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